
gcatoolkit.org

Organization:

Proposed Toolkit:

Link to Tool and logo:

Tool type:

Level of IT expertise required:

Brief overview of Tool and a link to it:

Contact details:

Name of Tool:

Name

SMB/Elections/Journalist/All...

Https link to most relevant website page/Tool 

For use by GCA on the VUI (Visual Usability Indicator): Third Party Tool, 
Third Party Scan, Instructions, Video, Policy Document?

For use on the VUI: 0 = No knowledge to 3 = IT/Cyber is my day job - 
good knowledge and understanding required 

One sentence and a separate short paragraph - to be used by GCA to introduce the Tool (front page and second page prior to click through)

Name

Link to Website

Contact Details

Address

Position

Time needed to download/implement:

Is a sign-up needed to access the Tool:

For use on the VUI

YES NO

Application for Inclusion in the 
GCA Cybersecurity Toolkit
For detailed information on the GCA Cybersecurity Toolkit review and 
decision process for including and removing tools, please click here.

https://toolkitdev.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/GCA-Cybersecurity-Toolkit-Selection-Process-Feb-2020.pdf


Extent of free offering and any limitations: Conforms with which controls/standards:

Level of support provided with the Tool:

What level of support do you provide to users during implementation and use of the free Tool? Link to support information

What languages does this Tool support?

Link to any T&Cs associated with use of the Tool:

Subject matter expert contact details:

Anything else:

Links to recommended how-to guides and videos:

How security patches/updates are administered:

To determine potential geographic scope of audience

Links to recommended resources that will aid the user experience

If you are happy to join the GCA community forum to address any questions on the use of the Tool please provide contact details

gcatoolkit.org



It is a requirement that GCA be notified of any material change to the information contained within this 
document, or to the Tool itself, while the Tool forms part of any GCA Cybersecurity Toolkit.

GCA Internal Review of Application:

Reviewed By/Date

Reviewed By/Date

Reviewed By/Date

Reviewed By/Date

Reviewed By/Date

gcatoolkit.org

What specific benefits does this Tool offer (and over existing Tools)?

Is there anything in the Terms and Conditions that raises specific concerns? If so what?

Is the ease of use and level of proposed support acceptable?

Is the proposal to accept this Tool within the Toolkit, and if so will it replace an existing (which one) Tool, or be an additional one? If it is not 
to be included specifically, why (and are there any changes that could be done which would enable inclusion)?

Additional features/licences, etc.

Additional features/licences, etc.

Additional features/licences, etc.

Details:

Decision approved by Change Control Board/interested 
parties (M/C etc):

Organization notified of decision/next steps….

Date of meeting:

Method used (plus include note ref to our sole right to 
remove for whatever reason….) 
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